Spankabilia!
Sensational Mainstream

A Compilation of Captivating Cuts from Eugene Bernard's Collectors' Corner Columns!

Cartoons! * Comics! * Photos! * News Clippings! * Articles! * More!

Welcome one and all to...

Sensational Mainstream Spankabilia!
...my first collective tribute to the rare but glorious genre that we call mainstream spankabilia! Since
you've purchased this publication, you must be a fellow collector, someone who has a fond memory or
two of a mainstream sighting that fired your passion for spanking, or maybe you're just someone curious enough about the subject to pick up this magazine and scan the pages.
By and large, I've tried to pick a variety of medias to ensure that you'll find something you like and
limited my choices to reprints of good to moderate quality. But I hope you'll understand that some of
the old cartoons and news photos I've picked exist in only poor, photocopy form. As every collector
knows, mainstream spankabilia has become mainly a nostalgic passion due to changing societal winds,
so the vast majority of items in existence date back at least thirty years. Some items in this collection
are sixty years old, some newer, but I think they are all worthy to be included, and hope you'll agree and
enjoy!
Eugene Bernard
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Getting Gertie's Garter, Barry Sullivan, Marie McDonald

Hardboiled Canary, Allan Jones, Lynne Overman, Susanna Foster

The Iron Maiden (AKA "The Swingin’ Maiden", 1962, British)
Michael Craig, Anne Helm

June Bride (1948) Robert Montgomery, Betty Lynn

Park Plaza 605 (AKA: “Norman Conquest”, 1953 - British)
Tom Conway, Eva Bartok

Stampede, Don Castle & Gale Storm (Rod Cameron witness)
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Featuring pages & pages of classic mainstream spankabilia reprints, behind the
scenes insights, celebrity spanking gossip, and exciting articles including...

The mysterious age of "Publicity Paddling" photos (including
"Dear Brat" above and many others with spanking stills and
NO spankings in the finished films) is explored!

Famous director Cecil B. DeMille (above) spanks star Paulette
Goddard's seat on set of "Northwest Mounted Police" before
filming movie's well-known spanking scene! (below)

Natalie Wood's "weird ways" were exposed in an article
describing her desire to be spanked (as she is above!)... While
"Mandrake" and other comic strip heroes took the time to teach
spoiled brats and villainesses good old-fashioned lessons!

